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RESTAURANT REVIEW | HOTEL GRIFFOU 

Stargazing, With a Bit of Nostalgia 
By PETE WELLS 

 
 

 
Christopher Smith for The New York Times 

THROWBACK Hotel Griffou, in a former boardinghouse on West Ninth Street, has four dining rooms decorated in 

different styles. 
 

 
WHEN the operators of restaurants known as celebrity hangouts are asked how an ordinary civilian can get V.I.P. 
treatment, they invariably give the same answer: Make yourself a regular. 
 
I used to believe them before Hotel Griffou, a new restaurant on West Ninth Street, came along. Its owners — 
among them veterans of the Waverly Inn, Freemans and La Esquina — have the frequent pleasure of reading 
gossip items about the meals enjoyed there by Kanye West, Jennifer Lopez, Sean Penn and the like, but Hotel 
Griffou seemed to follow the principle in reverse. I was treated worse each time I showed up. 
 
After my first dinner, I sat by the bar to wait for my friends to catch up. An employee rushed over and asked, in a 
voice that floated like a paper airplane, “Can I buy you a drink while you’re waiting for your table?” 
 
I wish she had been around for my final meal there, when I checked in on time for an 8 p.m. reservation. “Three 
people?” asked the man at the desk. No, four, I said. He replied, with evident sorrow, that he had me down for 
three. 
 
“I called a couple of hours ago to change it to four,” I said. 
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“Our reservations line closes at 5,” he said, as if he’d caught me. Why did it matter? At every restaurant I’ve seen, a 
three top is a four top missing a chair. 
 
Not at Hotel Griffou, where we were sent to the bar while someone hunted down our table. The restaurant has four 
dining rooms, and we had an excellent view of one, a bright space with long beer-hall tables that sat empty. We 
imagined that they were being held for a group. Naturally, this is where we were seated, 50 minutes after we had 
arrived. 
 
I was afraid that if I returned they would hit the one-hour mark and lead me to a produce crate by the dishwasher. 
So I stayed away. 
 
That’s too bad in some regards, because Hotel Griffou does have its allures. Each dining room has a different motif, 
as if the restaurant were trying to ignite a collect-them-all frenzy. A friend described the Library as “very man-
cavey,” outfitted with wooden ducks, a manual typewriter, a fiddle, a saddle, shelves filled with law books, a 
football that looks as if it was in play when F. Scott Fitzgerald was at Princeton, and four fox pelts. 
 
The Salon, dominated by a large photograph of an old woman shooting flames from her wrists, looks like the 
drawing room of an English aristocrat with a weakness for odd contemporary art. The most sedate chamber is 
coyly known as the Palm Terrace. It sports a potted palm along with ivory leather banquettes and wallpaper 
celebrating the glory days of the Raj. 
 
A Little Red Riding Hood installation distinguished the last room I ate in, but I was too addled to give it a full 
exegesis. 
 
Apart from the modern art, the overall aesthetic drinks deep of the current nostalgia for country houses and 
hunting lodges in the sunset years of the British empire, mixed in with the renaissance of the types of handmade 
cocktails that faded during Prohibition. There’s a letter-perfect mint julep and a navy grog with pineapple juice and 
rum that almost makes you want to join a ship. Of everything Hotel Griffou offers, the drinks are the easiest things 
to swallow. They helped buff the rough edges of the food that followed. 
 
The cooking is hard to classify, partly because the menu is divided into “Seasonal” and “The Classics.” In the first 
category are garden-variety takes on Mediterranean-derived dishes. Grilled trout with tomatoes and braised fennel 
was typical, and successful. Much stranger was a chicken breast “in pistou,” as the menu claimed. In actuality, the 
delicate basil sauce coated a handful of crisp vegetables rather than the powdery, overcooked chicken, which could 
have used it. Tender fettuccine appears with a rotating cast of seasonal vegetables. One night it was a very 
enjoyable pairing of kale and cranberry beans, on another, fresh chickpeas with eggplant, so underdone it 
squeaked. 
 
As modern as these dishes were, their presentations were often scattershot, as if the food had been lobbed in the 
general direction of plates as they sailed toward the kitchen door. 
 
The classics were more solid. On this side of the menu you’ll find a dish not served anywhere else in the city, a plate 
of pounded and fried pork cutlets under a dark mushroom sauce with peas. It is an appealingly unreconstructed 
throwback, dating to 1892 and attributed to Marie Griffou, who once ran a boardinghouse at this address. 
The tender and rich burger was a solid success, and the secret seemed to be the way the kitchen let a mildly tart 
and spicy ketchup soak into the top bun. It shouldn’t have made a difference, but it did. A strip sirloin steak was 
cooked just as we had asked, and hit the right beefy notes, though the sauce au poivre seemed to be geared to 
diners who don’t like black pepper. 
 
But you’d think that our waiter might have delivered a $37 steak, or for that matter a $17 burger, without having to 
be reminded who got what. Service at Hotel Griffou can be wildly inconsistent. In the Library, we were under the 
ministrations of a flotilla of servers. (Given the country-estate mood, and how briskly and unobtrusively they 
patrolled the room, I am tempted to call them servants.) On another night, we got the kind of gruff attention you 
expect at a steakhouse. 
 
After that last meal, having abandoned the gooey desserts that had the excessive sweetness that is the hallmark of 
school bake sales, we saw a vehicle parked at the curb, a Mercedes Sprinter cargo van that had been expensively 
retrofitted for passengers. A driver had ferried somebody from out of town for dinner at Hotel Griffou. With luck, 
that somebody did not have to wait for a table. I’d hate to think of the driver’s overtime. 
 
 

Hotel Griffou 
 
SATISFACTORY 
21 West Ninth Street, (212) 358-0228. 
 
ATMOSPHERE Four intimate dining rooms have contrasting decorating schemes but share an aesthetic that is 
prewar and vaguely Anglophilic. 
 
SOUND LEVEL Ranges from civilized (in the room called the Palm Terrace) to raucous. 
 
RECOMMENDED DISHES Deviled crab croquettes, spinach salad, grilled Tasmanian sea trout, fettuccine, burger, 
strip sirloin frites, plat au boeuf. 
 
WINE LIST French-leaning, with just enough choices under $50. An ideal night here would begin with a cocktail,  
and could stop right there. 
 
PRICE RANGE Appetizers, $8 to $16; main courses, $19 to $38. 
 
HOURS Monday to Saturday, 6 to 11:45 p.m.; Sunday, 6 to 11 p.m. 
 
RESERVATIONS Recommended several days to a week ahead. 
 
CREDIT CARDS All major cards. 
 
WHEELCHAIR ACCESS Not accessible. 
 
WHAT THE STARS MEAN Ratings range from zero to four stars and reflect the reviewer’s reaction to food, 
ambience and service, with price taken into consideration. Menu listings and prices are subject to change. 


